Structure Reports
Four more volumes of Structure Reports have just been published. With the volumes referred to in the January issue [Acta. Cryst. (1976 
$ 31.00).
Many ideas are packed into this 234 page review of crystal chemistry and materials science. In addition to conventional solid state topics, several recent effects and applications are briefly described, for example semiconductor lamps, bubble memories and superionic conductors, and the properties of many complicated solids are discussed. Tables and diagrams support terse qualitative descriptions of the phenomena, and there is a sprinkling of formulae, few of which are derived. The overall effect is of a sustained essay giving a broad up-to-date insight into the diversity of solid materials, but there is insufficient detail to explain satisfactorily many of the subtle concepts involved, and the book tends to give the impression that things are much simpler than they really are. Occasional lapses also appear: for example, the units of the diffusion coefficient (a quantity never satisfactorily defined) should be cm2/sec, not cm/sec in Fig. 26 
